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Abstract
The aim of this study is to examine the “holistic” curriculum approach based on “the whole human being” paradigm. The study was carried out with documentary analysis method. The data consist of the scientific studies included in the related literature. The results attained through the analysis of the data are as follows: “The whole human being” in holistic education means the sum of an individual’s mind, body, emotions and spirit, which are the subject of education and can be developed. The holistic curriculum approach is the reflection of these four dimensions making up the human being in the curriculum design. Holistic curriculum requires an epistemological balance between subjective and objective information intended towards “information” that is the basic material of the curriculum in educating people. Besides, holistic curriculum also expresses a balance between the individual and society. The final aim of the holistic curriculum, which is designed taking into account “whatever said about human being” varies in accordance with the culture in which this curriculum is implemented. This aim is defined as “reaching transcendence” in Western societies and “transformation of self” in Far East culture. The final aim of the holistic curriculum in Islamic societies, in which it will be balanced somewhere between matter and meaning, can be defined as “reaching the knowledge of Allah” or “to be perfect human being”.
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Introduction
Curriculum can be defined in general as the plan to educate an individual. Curriculum can mainly be based on two bases as human and information. Hence, the first step in developing a curriculum in education starts with the questions “What is human?” and “What is information?”. This study focused on the “human” phenomenon, which is one of the theoretical bases of curriculum. This human is the whole human, which is the admission of holistic education approach. The “whole human being” accepted as the subject of the curriculum rather than being an object of it is composed of mind, body, emotions and spirit. Holistic curriculum is the reflection of these four dimensions making up human beings into the curriculum. The holistic curriculum, which is based on three main bases as balance, scope and connection (1) and which takes its reference from Humanist philosophy, intends to develop the individual in terms of intellectual, emotional, moral, social, physical, artistic, creative and spiritual dimensions (2).

Method
This study was carried out based on documentary analysis and it employs survey model having a qualitative aspect. This model is the interpretation of the qualitative data collected through document analysis by unifying them in a system (3). The documents, which are the sources of data for this study,
are the scientific works concerned with topics such as holistic education, holistic curriculum and “whole human being”. These works were analysed and interpreted within the context of “whole human being” and “holistic curriculum” and some conclusions were drawn.

Human Assumption and the Curriculum
There is a close relationship between the meaning and scope of the curriculum and the human assumption of it. This assumption affects deeply all the elements of the curriculum, direction being the first. For instance, if the curriculum views human as the subject, it focuses on the process of instruction and it focuses on the result (output) if it views human as the object. Another example is that the curriculum admitting that human mind is empty from birth differs greatly from the one that defends the opposite. The third example, in the conception of the curriculum that educates people for the society and the market, the social roles and tasks are located in the centre while the curriculum seeing the individual as unique focuses on revealing the real potential of the individual. These examples which can be increased further provide adequate ideas to demonstrate that human assumption affect the main direction of the curriculum.

The human assumption of the curriculum determines the direction of the acquisitions in general. The other elements of the curriculum are shaped parallel to this fact. Therefore, the importance of human has come to the fore in developing curriculum models. Hence, the process of curriculum development must depart from the philosophies and thoughts about human. As a matter of fact, the first step of developing a curriculum starts with the analysis of the phenomenon of human in a number of curriculum development models as well as in that of Tyler and Taba.

The Whole Human Being Paradigm
The question “what exactly is human being” occupying the philosophy is also the main focus of curriculum development in education. For the answer of this question, the disciplines such as theology, philosophy and psychology can be referred. However, the answer of the question “what/who is human being?” differs in accordance with the philosophy referred. Therefore, the definitions and models of curricula also differ. In this study, the “whole human being” paradigm, which is the human assumption of holistic education conception, was studied without dealing with these differences.

According to the “whole human being” paradigm, which came into being as a reaction to positivism’s matching the human being only with the mind, human being has four dimensions that are body, mind, heart, and spirit. Nakagawa states these dimensions as physical, mental, emotional and spiritual. This unity within the individual can be handled as individual-society and individual-universe apart from the individual. These unities can be broadened further with the contexts of “connection”, “inclusion” and “balance”, which are the major principles of holistic education.

The answer of the question “why whole human being?” is, in a sense, the basic hypothesis of this study. This hypothesis is that the present situation, which was brought about by cognitive-focused mainstream educational approach with the influence of Modernism, Positivism, Pragmatism and Behaviourist Psychology viewing human beings from a materialistic perspective, is not satisfactory. The meaning of neglecting emotions and spirit in education is the deterioration of human’s unity. This insufficiency reduces the possibility of “seeing the big picture” by restricting the perceiving and thinking ability of human beings. The symptoms of this consideration, which deems cognitive development enough for “human development”, are clearly seen: doctors involved in trade with their knowledge in medicine, engineers using their knowledge and skills to produce a bomb and skilled accountants robbing the government... However, what is mentioned here is that the mainstream educational approach is not totally wrong but it is not comprehensive enough. The deficiency of mainstream education should be supported with other ideas and philosophies. Thus, the “whole human being” paradigm is the search for a balanced “reasonable compromise” by combining the
viable sides of the ideas and philosophies about human rather than paving the way for them to fight each other and eventually favour one. This struggle is, in a sense, facilitates developing a functional curriculum by increasing the possibility of understanding human beings.

**Holistic Curriculum**

The holistic curriculum, which has been designed on “whole human being” paradigm basis and has integrated holistic attitude into curriculum (Cristina, 2009), has a holistic viewpoint in many ways. This holism not only means the combination of mind, body, emotions and spirit making up the human, the subject of the curriculum, but it also encompasses the epistemological balance between subjective and objective information conceptions. The unity among the five senses transmitting data to the brain can also be added. Besides, the holism of the holistic curriculum can be broadened with different contexts such as material-meaning, instructional process-instructional outcomes and individual-society. The holistic curriculum requiring the multifaceted feeding of the character of the individual (9) can be designed in different ways depending on the nature of different cultures and disciplines. A sample holistic curriculum design is given here (the theoretical basis hasn’t been clarified yet) as a suggestion.

The following procedure can be followed in designing holistic curriculum: first of all, the vision and final aim (general aim) of the holistic curriculum should be determined within the axis of “whole human being” paradigm. Next, it should be decided how many basic elements the curriculum will consist of and which of these elements will be given priority. If the holistic curriculum consist of four basic elements (acquisitions, content, activities and testing), these elements can be designed as follows:

**Acquisitions:** The acquisitions in the holistic curriculum should be integrated in such a way to include the mind, body, emotions and spirit dimensions of human being in line with “whole human being” paradigm. Therefore, the acquisitions should be determined in accordance with the cognitive domain for the mental development of the individual, affective domain for the emotional development and psychomotor domain for the physical (bodily) development of individuals. In the holistic curriculum, it the most difficult task to write the acquisitions to refer to the spirit of the individual. Because the mainstream education has a phobia of metaphysics, it is not familiar with spirituality. So, the least-known dimension by the curriculum developers having this tradition about human beings is the spirit.

**Content:** The information to be included in holistic curriculum should be holistic in such a way to contain different categories such as subjective information-objective information with respect to epistemology, scientific-uncientific information, mental-intuitive information and verbal information-mental skills (10). In the curriculum, this information should be organised with a holistic perspective keeping a balance between Classical and Romantic conceptions of information (11) and Logical and Psychological organisation conceptions (12). Moreover, in this organisation, it should be taken into account that the content of the curriculum may, in some cases, be a means to reach the aim and sometimes the aim itself (in Constructivist Approach) (13). Similarly, while organising the content of the curriculum, there may be a balance among linear, spiral, modular and core approaches.

**Activities (Learning Experiences):** The activities in a curriculum are the answer of the question “how should we teach?” (14). The activities in the holistic curriculum should be determined in such a way to unify the internal and external conditions in learning first and experiences allowing a vertical and horizontal development in learning (15). Besides, the activities should be designed in such way to provide the “multiple” interaction of learners with the content of the curriculum. Therefore, the activities should be enriched with the support of various materials so as to address to more than one sense of the individual. The atmosphere, in which the holistic curriculum is implemented, is a multi-sensory atmosphere congruent with constructivist approach.

**Testing:** The measurement and evaluation activities making up the testing phase in holistic curriculum must, above all, comprise instructional process and outcomes together. The result of the instruction process is focused on in the mainstream education while making measurement and evaluation,
whereas the instructional process is given more importance in contemporary approaches like Constructivism. However, focusing on the result in the instruction process is criticized with making individuals almost ordinary on an average line by damaging the individual differences and originality (16). On the contrary, it is claimed that focusing merely on the instructional process rather than the results makes the curriculum nonsense. Here, the holistic curriculum can make the curriculum more humane and applicable by forming a balance between these two approaches. It is important in holistic curriculum to use the multiple measurement means together since all dimensions of the individual are referred to in the curriculum.

Conclusion

It is clear that it is not possible to develop the individual in all dimensions with mainstream education focused on merely cognitive development by ignoring emotions and spirit. This case is not acceptable for human being, who has a limitless learning potential. So, pedagogues have long sought an alternative curriculum that can develop the individual in all dimensions. At this point, holistic education and holistic curriculum has come to the fore as a serious alternative.

Holistic education, which reflects the synthesis of all ideas and thoughts on human beings and is based on material-meaning balance, aims at developing the individual with all his/her dimensions as mind, body, emotions and spirit. The final aim of holistic education is expressed as “reaching transcendence” in Western culture and “transformation of self” in Far East culture. This final aim of holistic education can be adapted as “reaching the knowledge of Allah” or “to be perfect human being”. What is mentioned with the phrase “reaching the knowledge of Allah” here is human beings' understanding thoroughly the cosmos, which is the reflection of the creator. The aim “being the perfect human being” points to a human who has reached self-control by ensuring his/her inner unity, found his/her meaning in life and is “self-realized”. İbrahim Hakki’s intention to educate the “perfect human being” for the sake of the knowledge of Allah with an education based on the balance between mental and transferred information and material and meaning (Akpinar et al., 2013) and the holistic human conception of Mevlana (Ergüll, 2011) can guide the implementation of holistic education in Islamic culture.

The curriculum approach of the holistic education is holistic curriculum. There are different holistic curriculum conceptions. A holistic curriculum design is given in this study as a suggestion. Thus, holistic curriculum should be designed in such a way to ensure the development of mind, body, emotions and spirit dimensions of the individual together. Such a program having a unity in itself is expected to be designed in such a way to include balances such as individual-society, individual-cosmos, subjective information–objective information conceptions, mind-intuition, instruction process-instruction outcome, traditional measurement means-alternative measurement means and theory-practice (Orion, 2007). The holistic curriculum designed in this way can be expected to reveal individual's potential more by ensuring a more balanced development of individual in implementation, broaden the perception domain and deepen the limits of thought.
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